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Abstract: Denied status claims can produce serious interstate conflict, and accommodation may thus be 
an important means of avoiding conflict with rising and reemerging status seekers like China and Russia. 
But accommodation is an underdeveloped concept. This article draws on scholarship about recognition 
and hierarchy to propose a novel means of understanding status accommodation: as behavior that sends 
signals to status seekers about the validity of claims to stratified rights. This framework implies that acts 
that signal status denial (and thus cause conflict over status) may be driven by three broad kinds of 
processes: anxiety about a state’s position in the world; incompatibility between non-status interests and 
claims to status-implicated rights; and fears about the implications of status accommodation for the 
validity of discourses and ideas that produce both international and domestic order. These dynamics – 
especially the latter two – may be linked to domestic political mechanisms and concerns in ways that 
analysts do not fully appreciate. I illustrate the framework by examining the forces that drove the United 
States to deny Japanese claims to equal status during the decades before World War II. 
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China wants higher status.1 A growing body of research shows that unsatisfied status ambitions can 

cause serious conflict (Ward 2013, 2017b; Larson and Shevchenko 2010, 2014a; Renshon 2017). 

Avoiding a Sino-American clash may thus require Washington to accommodate Chinese status claims. 

But it is hard to think concretely about what accommodating Chinese status ambitions would require, 

much less imagine the dynamics that cause accommodation failure and conflict over status, because 

accommodation is poorly conceptualized and under-theorized.  Conventional accounts, mimicking 

realist arguments about conflict over other resources, view status as a valuable resource.  Established 

powers deny status claims because the prospect of accommodation threatens their own position.  

In this paper, I develop a conceptual framework that sees status as an element of an identity 

narrative, rather than only a rivalrous resource. This move leads to a more thorough conception of what 

it means to satisfy or deny a status claim. Status claims are most visibly demands for stratified rights – 

privileges restricted to actors with high enough standing. Accommodation involves behavior that 

validates – and denial behavior that rejects – a claim to a stratified right. Understanding this should have 

benefits for policy makers trying to understand what China, Russia, and other status seekers want and 

what kinds of concrete behaviors will signal accommodation or denial. 

 This approach also facilitates a comprehensive account of the causes of accommodation failure. 

Contrary to the conventional wisdom, my analysis reveals that anxiety about losing status is not the only 

cause of acts that deny the status claims of other states. Actions interpreted abroad as evidence of an 

unwillingness to accommodate can also be driven by incompatibilities between a non-status interest of 

one state and another state’s claim to a stratified right; or by concerns about the implications of 

endorsing one state’s status claim for dominant discourses and ideas that are productive of social and 

political order within another state. Moreover, these do not have to be national interests or concerns – 

sub-state actors can influence foreign policy in ways that cause actions that seem to deny the status 

claims of another state. Appreciating the diversity of obstacles to status accommodation provides 

analysts with a more accurate picture of the kinds of contexts and processes that might lead to conflict 

                                                      

1 For instance, see Freedman (2016) and Perlez and Landler (November 6, 2017). 
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over status than does the dominant realist-influenced framework. It also opens the door for theorists to 

begin asking questions about the effects of different types of obstacles on the responses of denied 

status-seekers. 

 The paper proceeds in four sections. First, I briefly describe the link between un-

accommodated status claims and conflict, critically review prominent conceptions of accommodation, 

and argue that conceptual under-development results in a stunted view of what causes accommodation 

failure. The next section integrates insights from recent work on recognition and hierarchy to build a 

new framework for understanding the link between accommodation and status and the full range of 

obstacles to accommodation. The third section illustrates the framework in the case of Japanese-

American conflict over status during the decades leading up to the Second World War. Finally, I unpack 

the argument’s implications for the future of the study of status in world politics and for thinking about 

potential obstacles to the satisfaction of Chinese status claims. 

Status and Accommodation 

 International social status refers to collective beliefs about a state’s position in a social 

hierarchy, commonly understood as membership in some elite club – like the great powers (Larson, 

Paul, and Wohlforth 2014, 7). Previous scholarship suggests that states care about and seek improved 

status as they grow more powerful (Larson and Shevchenko 2010; Lebow 2008, 2010; Wohlforth 2009; 

Renshon 2017). 

 Status seeking entails two requirements. First a state must acquire the markers of the status to 

which it aspires – a would-be great power might have to demonstrate that it possesses a minimum level 

of military capabilities (Neumann 2014; Volgy et al. 2014). Second, the status seeker must be recognized 

as a member of the club (Heimann 2014; Larson and Shevchenko 2014a). 

 When states do not enjoy the status they think they deserve, they often respond belligerently. 

This relationship has been demonstrated quantitatively using diplomatic exchange to measure status 

dissatisfaction; researchers have also uncovered historical evidence showing that arms races, 
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imperialism, opposition to international order, and war have been driven by unsatisfied status ambitions 

(Larson and Shevchenko 2010; Renshon 2017; Ward 2013, 2017b). 

 The relationship between unmet ambitions for status and belligerence implies that established 

powers could avoid some conflict by accommodating the status claims of rising powers. Surprisingly, 

though, we know little about accommodation and its opposite. How can we tell when a state has 

achieved a particular status? How do we know when it has been kept from enjoying the status to which 

it aspires? And why do states sometimes refuse to accommodate the status claims of others? These are 

critical questions for understanding how status functions in world politics. 

 Scholars operationalize accommodation in two ways. The first prioritizes the ability to quantify 

and compare levels of accommodated status. It treats diplomatic representation from one state in 

another’s capital as an indication of the former’s assessment of the latter’s relative worth. Diplomatic 

ties are then counted and transformed into a measure of a state’s overall status. The second approach 

focuses on the subjective response of the status seeker as an indicator of accommodation. 

One recent treatment representative of the first tack is Duque’s (forthcoming) work on 

diplomatic networks. Like other approaches to the concept, Duque’s theoretical framework highlights 

the “social nature” of status. Put simply, in order for an actor to enjoy a particular status, it must be 

recognized or accommodated by relevant others. This means that status consists not of the sum of the 

attributes of a state, per se – these are significant only as socially constructed symbols marking states as 

qualified or eligible for a particular position. Rather, status is better understood as emerging from and 

producing state interactions and relations. 

This sophisticated perspective on the nature of status highlights the inherent difficulty – for 

both contemporary observers and for researchers – of determining who enjoys how much status relative 

to whom. Yet Duque’s methodological solution to this problem relies on a familiar, straightforward, and 

ultimately unsatisfying approach: she uses data on diplomatic exchange to construct a means of 

measuring the distribution of international status in any given year. States with higher status are those 

who host larger numbers of ambassadors from other states; states with lower status host fewer 
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ambassadors.2 

Duque’s methodological treatment and empirical analysis lead easily to the conclusion that 

status politics in international relations (IR) primarily involve questions about who will establish or 

maintain embassies with whom. Bilateral status accommodation occurs when one state establishes an 

ambassadorial tie with another; status denial occurs when a state removes an ambassador or refuses to 

establish a tie; status-seeking involves attempting to increase the number of ambassadors that a state 

hosts, and the most effective means of seeking status – as implied by Duque’s findings (pp. 11-12) – is 

simply to increase the number of ambassadors sent abroad and thus reap the benefits of diplomatic 

reciprocity. 

This approach to studying status is clearly quite limited. It is blind to other forms of 

accommodation, which is especially troubling since the most significant cases of accommodation failure 

– and of status dissatisfaction – typically do not involve diplomatic exchange. Leaders in Wilhelmine 

Germany saw their treatment at the hands of the British as a failure to accommodate a German status 

claim, even though London maintained an ambassador in Berlin throughout the period. Japan saw 

American treatment in the decades prior to World War II as a denial of a status claim, even though 

Washington had maintained an ambassador in Tokyo since 1906 (Ward 2017b, chap. 3 and 4). 

Contemporary China continues to feel slighted by the fact that the United States does not treat it as an 

equal, and Russia seeks a restoration of its status as a great power. But the United States already treats 

Moscow and Beijing with maximum respect along the limited dimension of accommodation captured 

by diplomatic exchange. 

This narrow equation of status accommodation with diplomatic exchange also cannot serve as 

the basis for a plausible account of the causes of accommodation failure. From this perspective, 

explaining variation in accommodation reduces to explaining decisions about the deployment or rank of 

                                                      

2 Duque introduces a new means of estimating the status hierarchy that incorporates network effects, but the 

broad approach to operationalizing accommodated status is the same as that adopted by Renshon (2016, 

2017), Bezerra et al. (2015), Miller et al. (2015), and other quantitative analyses of status in world politics 

since Singer and Small (1966) introduced the data set. 
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diplomats sent, maintained, and withdrawn from abroad. That would not get us very far at all. 

The other approach to understanding accommodation places less emphasis on measurement in 

favor of capturing more of the concept. This conception – most prominent in the literature on 

“recognition” in IR – understands accommodation as “respect” and accommodation failure as 

“disrespect” (Lindemann and Ringmar 2016; Daase et al. 2015; Agné et al 2013). Acts of 

accommodation failure (or “misrecognition”) are understood as “insults” which signal that a state’s 

“asserted image” exceeds its status in the eyes of relevant others (Lindemann 2011, 69). This approach 

has important advantages over the more limited alternative described above. It acknowledges that acts 

of accommodation and accommodation failure vary too widely to be captured by a quantification 

scheme. This makes it possible to tell more meaningful stories about the origins of status anxiety in 

particular states. 

But this additional flexibility raises an important problem. Identifying misrecognition involves 

identifying insults, but it is hard to specify a priori what kinds of acts will cause another actor to feel 

misrecognized. Thus – as Agné (2013, 101) writes – this approach “identif[ies] acts of recognition by 

proxy of the effects that they are assumed to produce.” Analysts first look for evidence of the subjective 

experience of misrecognition and then for slights that might have prompted those feelings. As Agné 

emphasizes, this presents “a difficulty for citizens or scholars who want to use the theory for guidance 

of political practice,” since we must know “which acts will count as recognition ex ante” in order to say 

anything useful about avoiding misrecognition.3 

Like the conception of accommodation as diplomatic exchange, this more flexible approach 

also poses a problem for attempts to theorize the causes of accommodation failure. Because 

misrecognition is conceptualized so broadly and then operationalized in terms of its apparent effects, we 

                                                      

3 To be clear, this does not imply any position about the purpose of status-seeking, or about whether or not a 

particular status claim is reasonable or appropriate. The problem I address is not that users of the recognition 

framework have not specified what kinds of actors or what kinds of claims are subject to being denied or mis-

recognized. The problem is that they have not specified what kinds of acts are prone to being interpreted as 

denials of status, and thus what concrete phenomena must be the object of attempts to explain variation in 

accommodation. 
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are left without any notion of what kind of concrete behavior such an account should explain. 

In short, most work on status in IR understands accommodation in terms that are either too 

narrow or too flexible. It is thus unsurprising that there has been little attention to the causes of 

accommodation failure in world politics. Moreover, existing scholarship does not directly explain 

behavior that denies claims to status. Instead, it adapts familiar realist models of conflict over wealth, 

power, and security to status. Explanations for accommodation failure appear as particular instantiations 

of more general accounts of conflict over objects that are valuable and scarce, rather than as 

explanations for concrete acts of status denial. They hinge on variation in the perceived threat posed by 

a rising power to an established power’s own position. 

Gilpin (1981), for instance, argued that a dominant state could avoid hegemonic war if it 

acceded to a rising power’s demands for higher standing. But doing so entailed unacceptable costs, since 

it would produce “continuing deterioration” in “prestige and international position” (194). Established 

powers instead resist, which leads to war. The modern status literature follows Gilpin’s lead, though 

authors do more to elaborate the conditions under which ceding status seems most unappealing. These 

accounts parallel prominent realist models of conflict. 

 Some explanations focus on variation in polarity and the distribution of status.4 Wohlforth 

(2009) argues that conflict over status is unlikely in unipolar systems in part because no serious threat to 

the unipole’s position exists. There are unlikely to be challengers, and even if there were, the dominant 

state would not feel sufficiently threatened to respond (39-40). Larson and Shevchenko (2014a, 41) also 

suggest that the cost of giving up status is linked to the size of the elite status club. Accommodating a 

claim to equal status in a hierarchy with one top dog threatens a greater reduction in the established 

power’s status than admitting the fifth member to a club of four. Accommodation is thus especially 

unlikely under the former condition. 

Other explanations focus on characteristics that make a status seeker seem threatening to an 

                                                      

4 As in Waltz (1979) and Wohlforth (1999). 
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established power.5 Paul and Shankar (2014, 170, 178-179) argue that accommodation is unlikely when 

the status seeker is understood as a potential menace to the established power. Onea (2014, 133) 

suggests that dominant powers experience status anxiety when they face severe threats to their 

“distinctively superior position,” which imply “a potential loss of positive comparisons and possible 

negative comparisons.” This “motivates a dominant actor to impede the new arrivals’ advancement.” 

The severity of the threat depends on the comprehensiveness of the rising state’s challenge. A state that 

ranks second along all relevant dimensions of comparison (military capabilities, economic power, and 

prestige) poses a greater threat to the dominant actor than a state that ranks third, or one that ranks 

highly in a single dimension. This is why the rise of the United States did not result in rivalry with Great 

Britain. The Germans, not the Americans, constituted the clearest threat to London’s position in the 

global hierarchy, due to Berlin’s “more dangerous portfolio” of status markers (133-137).6 

A third explanation rooted in a familiar realist mechanism is Wohlforth’s (2014) account of 

conflict driven by “status dilemmas.” These are analogous to security dilemmas. One state is uncertain 

about the degree to which another state recognizes its status. If it had accurate information about the 

other’s beliefs, it would be satisfied. Yet uncertainty drives it to act in order to verify its position. The 

other misinterprets this as an indication of dissatisfaction, which constitutes a threat and prompts an act 

that signals denial. The result is a spiral of conflict over status driven by mistaken beliefs about the 

threat that the claimant poses to the other state’s status. Though distinct in important ways, this account 

remains rooted in the notion that conflict is best explained by invoking perceptions of threat and 

clashing preferences over position. 

Not all accounts of accommodation failure have analogues in the realist canon, but even the 

exceptions revolve around conditions that influence the apparent cost of ceding position. For instance, 

both Paul and Shankar (2014, 173-175) and Ikenberry and Wright (2008) note that the characteristics of 

institutional orders are critical determinants of the likelihood of status accommodation. When 

                                                      

5 Much like Walt (1987). 
6 Larson and Shevchenko (2014a, 42) make a similar argument. 
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institutions facilitate the accommodation of a rising power without diminishing the influence of 

established powers, the latter will be more willing to accommodate. 

In sum, conventional accounts of accommodation failure center on variation in the degree to 

which an established power’s own position seems under threat from a rising power. I argue below that 

this view is incomplete for theoretical reasons, but existing accounts are also empirically inadequate. 

They imply that anxiety about position is a necessary cause of an action by one state that appears to deny 

the status ambition of another state. It is not difficult to identify cases of status denial that undermine 

this claim. I demonstrate below that the United States’ denial of Japan’s demand for membership in the 

“great power” club is one of these. But it is not alone. Consider cases of conflict over status between 

allies. During the 1956 Suez Crisis, the United States signaled to British and French elites that London 

and Paris no longer counted as world powers. This cannot plausibly be explained by American anxiety 

about its own relative status – after all, American leaders saw London and Paris as important allies and 

in later years even worked to encourage the retrenching British to continue performing the role of a world 

power.7 

Or consider conflicts over status between very unequal actors. Conventional accounts of 

accommodation failure cannot explain why a dominant state would deny the status ambitions of a state 

that posed no plausible threat to the former’s position. Yet this sometimes occurs, with serious 

consequences. For instance, in the early modern era, China dominated the East Asian order. Japan 

never posed a credible threat to Chinese dominance until after European penetration had weakened the 

Qing dynasty, but periodically demanded equal status. Ming and Qing leaders consistently denied 

Japanese claims, but there is no plausible case to be made that they did so because they were threatened 

by the prospect of a rising Japan overtaking them.8 

Reimagining Status and Explaining Accommodation Failure  

                                                      

7 See Louis and Owen (1989) for overviews. On American pressure related to London’s role “East of Suez” 

see Dockrill (2002). 
8 See Kang (2010) and Ringmar (2012). 
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 The discussion in the previous section implies that conventional accounts of accommodation 

failure and of conflict over status are inadequate, in part because of the lack of a comprehensive, 

concrete conception of what status accommodation and denial are, how they work, and what they look 

like in the world. The first step in formulating a complete account of accommodation failure is thus to 

reconceptualize accommodation itself. 

Status, Identity, and Recognition 

I begin by treating status as an identity, rather than a resource.9 Identities, according to Ringmar 

and others writing about recognition in international politics, are best understood as claims about who 

one is in relation to others. Actors promote or perform identities in hopes of having them recognized. 

Recognition is crucial because identities are fraught with uncertainty. I can tell myself a variety of stories 

about who I am in the world, but absent evidence about what others think, these are nothing but stories 

of questionable validity (Ringmar 1996, 80-81; Ringmar 2016, 7). An unconfirmed identity claim causes 

stress and creates a dilemma: should the narrative be abandoned or revised, or should the actor struggle 

to convince others of its validity (Ringmar 1996, 82-83; Honneth 1996, chap.6; Wolf 2011; Lindemann 

2010, chap. 1 and 2, 2011)? 

Identity narratives can have a variety of elements, including claims about cultural difference or 

similarity, affiliation, friendship or enmity, language, geography, and religion.10 They often also involve 

claims about an actor’s position in a social hierarchy.11 A political scientist, for instance, might narrate 

her identity by reference to her field or subfield, her methodological preferences, or her department. 

She could also narrate her identity by reference to rank, seniority, prominence, expertise, or 

departmental prestige. Similarly, China might promote an identity narrative about the importance and 

meaning of being Asian, Confucian, communist, or developing. But it could – and does – also promote 

identity narratives that include stratifying elements: claims to regional leadership, or equality with the 

                                                      

9 Murray (2010) also takes this approach. 
10 On variation in the content of identities or “social categories”, see Abdelal et al (2006). 
11 See Abdelal et al (2006, pg. 696) on “relational comparisons.” See also Ringmar (2016, 7) on the elements 

of identity narratives that require recognition. 
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United States. The elements of identity that stratify and make claims about appropriate behavior on the 

basis of stratification are status claims. 

 Like other elements of identity narratives, status claims are inherently uncertain and must be 

recognized to be satisfied. The dependence on accommodation or recognition distinguishes status from 

wealth, power, or security. An individual can use wealth to buy goods that she values without 

knowledge of what others think about her wealth. She may also think that her endowment of financial 

resources entitles her to deference, in which case the beliefs and attitudes of others will matter more. 

But this latter concern arises because her wealth creates expectations about status – that is, about what 

her position in a social hierarchy should be. 

Similarly, certain resources may increase a state’s security or power regardless of what others 

think about the legitimacy of its possession of those resources. Israel’s possession of the Golan Heights 

improves the Israel Defense Forces’ strategic position regardless of the fact that much of the 

international community rejects this state of affairs. China’s navy and air force similarly benefit from 

occupying atolls and man-made islands in the South China Sea in spite of the fact that others see this as 

a violation of international maritime law. 

Status claims are different. They do not involve only the seizure or possession of a resource. 

Rather, they involve the promotion of an identity narrative that includes a proposition about 

appropriate stratification. These claims cannot be enjoyed without legitimization from relevant others. 

This formulation suggests that status accommodation is fundamentally about symbolic 

communication. How does one state communicate to another that it accepts or denies a status claim? 

How does a state promoting a status claim know whether that claim has been accepted as legitimate, or 

denied? And what causes failures of symbolic communication? 

Hierarchy, Status, and the Significance of Stratified Rights 

 Answering these questions begins by conceptualizing international order as social hierarchy. 

Hierarchy refers to a “system through which actors are organized into vertical relations of super- and 
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subordination” (Bially Mattern and Zarakol 2016, 624). The concept of status fits easily into this 

orienting framework. Status claims and conflicts are about vertical super and subordination, and 

arguments about status-seeking are arguments about how a state’s actual and aspirational vertical 

position influences its foreign policy (638). 

 But status is not exclusively about vertical position. It has important links to phenomena at two 

other conceptual levels. To understand these, we have to ask about where status comes from and about its 

implications for interaction. 

 First, vertical differentiation in a global hierarchy can be based on various characteristics or 

dimensions of comparison – military power, empire, technological advancement, wealth, race, culture, 

domestic institutions. What hierarchy looks like in any given context depends upon dominant 

understandings about what comparative dimensions or characteristics form the basis of stratification 

(about the “species of capital that confer status, prestige, and power within” particular international 

social fields) (Nexon and Neumann forthcoming, 6).12 The relations of super and subordination that are 

the direct object of status contestation are related to discourses and ideas at a deeper productive level 

about what kinds of characteristics and performances are valuable. 

We also need to know about the stratified rights linked to different hierarchical positions – the 

privileges that actors enjoy on the basis of relative standing.13 Ideas about legitimate access to different 

stratified rights are related to ideas about position. But they occupy a distinct – more easily observed – 

conceptual level. 

A right consists of a normative advantage for one actor that is protected through the 

imposition of a constraint or duty on other actors (Sumner 1987, 18-33; Hohfeld 1919; Hart 1955). The 

right to free speech advantages the holder by imposing a legal duty on others not to act in ways that 

impede free speech. A right to vote similarly entails a benefit to the holder that is constituted by a 

                                                      

12 This level is related to what Bially Mattern and Zarakol (2016) call the “logic of productivity” – which sees 

hierarchies as “cultures-in-action that are materialized through bodily activity and discursive regimes” (641). 
13 This is related to Bially Mattern and Zarakol’s (2016, 634) conceptions of the “logic of tradeoffs.” 
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normative and legal injunction against other actors from acting in ways that make voting difficult. 

Rights are intimately linked to ideas about the positions of actors in a hierarchy – to status or 

standing. This is true even within discourses of “universal” or “human” rights: a demand for equal legal 

rights (say, for all citizens in a state) amounts to a demand for the recognition of equal standing in the 

eyes of the government – which is to say, for a particular kind of vertical relation between actors (one in 

which there is no super or subordination) (Honneth 1996, 79). 

But not all rights are universal. Some are “stratified” – reserved for actors occupying a 

particular role in a vertically differentiated hierarchical order (Hart 1955, 183-187).14 University libraries 

often only extend borrowing rights to members of the campus community, and the nature of these 

rights varies on the basis of an individual’s position. The right to vote in the United States has similarly 

been limited historically by membership in various status categories –from white landowners, to white 

men, and now to (in some cases non-incarcerated or non-felon) citizens 18 and over. 

Stratified rights are common in international politics. Bull, Simpson, and others conceptualize 

the category great power as a club whose members have a set of rights not enjoyed by others. In 

particular, great powers are entitled to a sphere of influence recognized by other states. Within its 

sphere, a great power can legitimately exercise power and influence unilaterally. Thus, to be a great 

power implies a right to behave in certain ways within a particular geographical area (Bull 1977, 207 and 

212; Simpson 2004, 68-71; Suzuki 2008, 47). To make a claim that one is a great power accordingly 

involves a more concrete assertion about the right of unilateral intervention in a putative sphere of 

influence. This is why, for instance, the outcome of the Suez Crisis was seen as undermining Great 

Britain’s claim to great power status. The British apparently no longer had the right to intervene without 

American approval in what had been a traditional sphere of influence (Grob-Fitzgibbon 2016, 249-250). 

Other examples of stratified rights in world politics abound. In early modern East Asia China 

                                                      

14 On stratified rights in an international political context, see Morris (2001) and Bruzelius et al 

(2017). 
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dominated the regional order. Chinese leaders demanded that other states follow rules and participate in 

institutions that instantiated Chinese hegemony. These included the practice of kowtowing, or using 

Chinese-language names for eras and dates, and the use of titles for rulers that communicated 

subordination to the Chinese emperor. Japan and (later) Great Britain objected to the status 

implications of participating in these practices. Both sought exceptions for themselves: Japan under the 

Tokugawa demanded the right to use its own terms for eras and rulers, and British emissaries demanded 

the right not to kowtow to the emperor (Toby 1984, 29-94; Ringmar 2012, 16). Stratified rights 

sometimes also involve differences in legitimate access to arms or technology. Beginning in 1896, 

Germany sought world power status. German leaders and nationalist elites understood this as a position 

in the international hierarchy that came along with a particular package of rights, the most important of 

which was to recognized naval equality with London. Great Britain’s refusal to acknowledge Germany’s 

right to naval equality was at the root of perceptions in Berlin that London also refused to recognize 

German equality of status (Ward 2017b, chap. 3). 

A key implication of this discussion is that since stratified rights are linked to hierarchical 

position, conflicts over status appear most concretely and visibly not as conflicts directly over position, 

but rather as conflicts over which actors have legitimate access to what stratified rights.15 This points 

toward a new means of conceptualizing and operationalizing accommodation (and accommodation 

failure): as behavior that ratifies (or rejects) a status seeker’s assertion of legitimate access to a stratified 

right. But, as I explain below, while conflicts over status become visible in the form of conflicts over 

stratified rights, it does not follow that all conflicts over legitimate access to stratified rights are driven by 

concerns about status or position. 

Explaining Accommodation Failure 

 Fully understanding the dynamics of status contests and the causes of accommodation failure 

                                                      

15 Work on status mentions special rights as a means of accommodation (Larson, Paul, and Wohlforth 2014, 

11; Larson and Shevchenko 2010, 70-93; Paul 2016, 5-18), but the link has not yet been fully theorized. This 

view implies that demands for status are related to what Welch (1993) calls the “justice motive.” 
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requires integrating processes linked to hierarchy at all three conceptual levels described in the previous 

section (depicted visually in Figure 1). At the deepest level (the box at the bottom of the figure) are 

collective understandings about what kinds of characteristics or performances qualify actors for 

membership in various status categories. 

Figure 1: Concrete, positional, and productive levels of hierarchy 

 

 

These involve socially constructed ideas about the value of characteristics like military 

technology, race, domestic institutions, and performances like imperial dominance or cultural and 

athletic achievement. Processes at this level constitute or produce capital in IR – they influence what 

dimensions of comparison are consensually valued in a global or regional community. 
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The second level (Figure 1’s middle box) captures ideas about what the interstate hierarchy 

does or should look like, given the dominant discourses and ideas at the first level. At this level states – 

or individuals within states – imagine themselves occupying particular positions relative to other states. 

This level is most obviously relevant to analyses of status in world politics. But the positional level is not 

directly observable, either to contemporary actors or to scholars. Status exists in the realm of ideas and 

beliefs. Status claims or ambitions are the partially articulated beliefs of the status seeker about where it 

belongs in an imagined hierarchy. The state’s actual position exists in the collective beliefs of relevant 

others about the validity of the claim. This means that status is inherently uncertain and only imperfectly 

accessible to observers. 

At the third level (Figure 1’s top box), status becomes concrete in the form of accommodation. 

Acts of accommodation are actions or practices that have taken on meaning as a result of being linked 

to particular status positions. Status is accessible to observers through sets of practices that are 

understood as meaningful indicators or symbols of position. These often take the form of actions that 

either ratify or deny a claim to a stratified right. It is by observing the manner in which relevant others 

treat demands for status-implicated stratified rights that status seekers learn about the validity of their 

positional claims. This is why the Chinese denial of Tokugawa and British demands for the right to 

exemption from participation in the practices of Chinese hegemony caused conflict over status; it is why 

London’s apparent denial of Germany’s demand for the right to naval equality caused status anxiety in 

Berlin; and it is why the United States’ apparent denial of Russian claims for the right to a sphere of 

influence encompassing post-Soviet Eastern Europe has been interpreted as a failure to accommodate 

Moscow’s ambition to be recognized as a great power (Larson and Shevchenko 2014b). 

These three conceptual levels – productive, positional, and concrete– are linked in important 

ways. Processes located at the productive level inform actors about what the hierarchy should look like 

at the positional level, and the constitution of the positional level shapes ideas about which states should 

have access to what stratified rights. At the same time, concrete behavior and outcomes at the concrete 

level have implications for ideas about the validity of claims about the positional level; in turn, changing 
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notions about the shape of the positional level have implications for the legitimacy of discourses and 

collective ideas at the productive level. 

Behavior at the concrete level that either rejects or ratifies status-implicated rights claims must 

be the immediate object of any attempt to explain accommodation failure. But existing accounts of 

accommodation failure focus entirely on the positional level. They explain acts of status denial as a 

function of conflicts of interest over the shape of the imagined international status hierarchy. This is 

true of explanations that focus on: the perceived vertical proximity between a challenger and an 

established power (Wohlforth 2009; Larson and Shevchenko 2014a; Onea 2014; Paul and Shankar 

2014); accounts that focus on uncertainty or what Wohlforth (2014) calls the status dilemma; and stories 

about the way that differences in institutional context drive variation in the possibility of increasing a 

status seeker’s position without reducing the positions of established powers (Ikenberry and Wright 

2008; Paul and Shankar 2014). 

The framework developed above implies that these accounts do not capture the full range of 

mechanisms that might cause acts of accommodation failure. Acts that appear to deny stratified rights 

claims may have roots in the other two levels – in mechanisms that are not directly linked to position, 

but to the specific content of a concrete right associated with a status claim, or to concerns about the 

validity of the ideas that produce the status hierarchy. 

Suppose, for instance, that one state (A) is claiming great power status, and that the claim 

involves a demand for a sphere of influence. In order for another state (B) to satisfy the claim, it must 

act in a way that acknowledges A’s right to intervene in some third state C (as, perhaps, in the case of 

post-Soviet Russia’s demands in Eastern Europe). B may be fully aware of and not threatened by the 

positional implications of A’s demand, but still calculate that maintaining its relationship with C – or 

objecting to A’s right to intervene in C – is worth the costs and risks of appearing to reject the 

legitimacy of A’s underlying status claim. This hypothetical act of accommodation failure does not have 

any direct relation to B’s anxiety about its position in the global hierarchy. It is driven instead by the 

incompatibility between the concrete substance of the stratified right that A claims and B’s 
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understanding of its own economic, security, or political interests. 

Or consider a situation in which A’s aspirational status implies a right to the possession of a 

particular type or level of armament or technology (as in the case of the claims of non-NPT states to 

develop indigenous nuclear programs). B might calculate that ratifying A’s claim would undermine its 

security and thus may act in a way that denies it. This may cause conflict over status, but not because B 

is anxious about its own position in the hierarchy. 

It is also important to recognize the role that B’s domestic politics can play in bringing about 

concrete acts of accommodation failure. Suppose that as part of a claim to a particular status, A 

demands “most favored nation” treatment in trade relations with B. Leaders within B’s foreign policy 

executive could be fully aware of (and sympathetic to) the status implications of A’s claim, but still deny 

it in order to appease opposition from domestic groups that might suffer as a result of increased 

competition from abroad.16 In this instance again, an act that appears to reject A’s imagined position in 

the global hierarchy is driven by an influential sub-state group whose economic interests are 

incompatible with the specific substance of the stratified right linked to A’s claim. 

Obstacles that lead to the apparent rejection of a state’s status claim might also be located in 

concerns about the ideas and discourses that produce status hierarchies. This may occur when the 

former is implicated in the shape of the global status hierarchy and in the way that domestic societies are 

ordered. Collective ideas about racial hierarchy, gender (in)equality, and the normative value of socio-

economic institutions have at various times shaped interstate hierarchies and structured social and 

political order within some states.17 As a result, change in the shape of the interstate hierarchy might 

appear to have implications for the legitimacy of the bases of domestic social and political order. For 

instance, imagine that A claims equality of status with B, but that B’s social and political institutions are 

rooted in an ideology or worldview that sees actors of A’s type as inferior to actors of B’s type. Leaders 

                                                      

16 “Foreign policy executive” refers to actors “responsible for making…foreign policy choices.” See Ripsman, 

Taliaferro, and Lobell (2016), 124. 
17 On gender, see Towns (2010); on race and international hierarchy, see Ward (2013); on socio-economic 

institutions as markers of status, see Neumann (2014). 
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in B might reject A’s claim to equality not because of concerns about the position of the state in the 

global hierarchy, but because of concerns about the legitimacy of the ideas and discourses that are co-

productive of and co-implicated in both global hierarchy and domestic order. 

 We should again acknowledge the role that domestic political calculations may play in this 

process. Leaders in B’s foreign policy executive may not themselves value defending the legitimacy of a 

worldview that denies the possibility of recognizing A’s demand for equality, and they may realize the 

strategic benefits of not provoking A. But if their domestic legitimacy depends on identity narratives 

linked to stratification between A and B, or if important domestic constituencies hold such ideas dear, 

then they may still face incentives to act in ways that reject A’s claim. 

 Overall, the framework developed above implies that obstacles to accommodation might be 

located within any of the three levels depicted in Figure 1. They may – as existing accounts emphasize – 

result from positional anxiety (the established power’s worries about losing status). They may also emerge 

from interest-right incompatibility (incompatibilities between the established power’s non-status interests 

and the concrete substance of another state’s claim to a stratified right). Or they may be related to 

productive inconsistency (concerns about the implications of acknowledging a status seeker’s claim for the 

legitimacy of ideas and discourses that simultaneously produce global hierarchy and domestic social and 

political order) (Figure 2 summarizes the essential features of and distinctions between these three 

dynamics). Moreover, obstacles may arise not from the calculations and concerns of those in charge of 

foreign policy but from the preferences and influence of sub-state actors. This removes them further 

from conventional accounts, which typically model states as unitary political entities. The causes of 

accommodation failure are, on this view, much more diverse than existing work lets on. 
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Figure 2: Mechanisms of status accommodation failure 

Mechanism Definition Conditions conducive to 
accommodation failure 

Positional anxiety Concern about the erosion of an 
established state’s position in an 
international hierarchy 

Rapid rise of a status seeker; factors 
that enhance the threat the status 
seeker seems to pose to the 
established state’s position 

Interest-right 
incompatibility 

Non-status-related interests 
(economic, political, etc.) that 
produce incentives to behave in ways 
that signal that the 
status seeker’s positional claim  is 
invalid 

Status-implicated claims to stratified 
rights that require actors within an 
established power to compromise 
their own interests to signal 
accommodation 

Productive 
inconsistency 

Concern about the implications of 
change in interstate hierarchy for 
ideas or discourses that legitimate 
domestic social and political 
arrangements 

Perceived links between the 
characteristics or performances that 
produce international hierarchies 
and those that produce domestic 
hierarchies 

 

Japanese Ambitions and American Denial 

The framework sketched above implies that existing accounts are incomplete. By focusing 

entirely on the role of positional anxiety, the conventional wisdom paints a partial picture of what causes 

accommodation failure. My purpose in the empirical analysis that follows is to substantiate this claim. I 

cannot show that interest-right incompatibility and productive inconsistency are more important generally than the 

dynamics at the center of existing accounts. Rather, my objectives are threefold: first, to provide a 

template for analyzing accommodation or denial as variation in the treatment of concrete claims to 

stratified rights; second, to show that positional anxiety is not a necessary cause of status denial; and 

third, to demonstrate that interest-right incompatibility and productive inconsistency can cause 

accommodation failure. 

A useful case for these purposes should be a widely accepted and significant case of status-

driven conflict between a rising power and an established power. The latter element is critical because 
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power transitions are precisely the contexts in which accounts based on positional anxiety should 

perform the best.18 One objection to my argument might be that while other dynamics may explain 

conflicts over status in some often-overlooked contexts, positional anxiety remains the best explanation 

for conflicts between rising and declining or established great powers. Showing that even within one 

such case positional anxiety offers an inadequate account of accommodation failure supports the notion 

that these alternative processes are worth taking seriously more generally and in a wider variety of 

contexts. 

I analyze the American denial of Japanese status claims during the first three decades of the 

20th century to illustrate the framework developed above. This case is useful as a plausibility probe or 

illustration for two reasons. First, it clearly involves the dynamics of a rising state clashing with an 

established power over status. Imperial Japan is a commonly-cited example of a rising power that grew 

dissatisfied with its position in the global hierarchy. Second, it involves a series of well-documented 

actions on the part of the United States that signaled denial of Tokyo’s claims to different stratified 

rights. This affords the opportunity to trace the origins of these actions and assess the relative influence 

of positional anxiety, interest-right incompatibility, and productive inconsistency. 

During the decades after Japan’s opening to international intercourse in the 1860s, an 

important Japanese objective was to become and be recognized as a full-fledged great power. This club 

consisted of the European and American states that had begun carving the Far East into spheres of 

influence. Japanese status-seeking involved emulating Western practices, political institutions, and 

technological and military achievements that were understood as marks of advancement (Ward 2013, 

2017a, 2017b, chap. 4). 

Between 1906 and 1932, American foreign policy repeatedly denied Japan’s status claims. 

Washington’s failure to accommodate Tokyo had a significant and well-documented influence on the 

course of Japanese foreign policy. Acts of status denial contributed to an aggressive strain of pan-

                                                      

18 On the challenges of accommodation during long-term changes in the distribution of power, see Doran 

(1971, 2012). 
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Asianist thought about Japan’s place in the world and the need to revolt against the Western order; they 

also contributed to the victory of militant elites in the battle over the direction of Japanese foreign 

policy. The evolution of Japanese foreign policy from generally moderate during the 1920s to deeply 

revisionist during the 1930s is a salient example of the dangerous consequences of failing to 

accommodate a rising power’s status claims (Larson and Shevchenko 2010, 2014a; Lee 2016; Taliaferro 

2016; Ward 2013, 2017a, 2017b, chap. 4). 

This is, in short, a significant case of accommodation failure in which previous scholarship has 

already linked the experience of status denial to adverse shifts in the rising power’s behavior. The 

empirical analysis below first briefly describes Japan’s status claims and the stratified rights that they 

implicated and catalogs the American actions that appeared to deny Tokyo’s claims. I then analyze the 

roles of positional anxiety, interest-right incompatibility, and productive inconsistency as causes of these 

concrete acts of status denial. 

Japanese Status Claims, Stratified Rights, and American Acts of Denial 

 By the early 1930s, many Japanese elites had decided that their effort to achieve equal status as 

a great power was futile, which had serious consequences for foreign policy. This was partly due to 

American behavior that appeared to reject Japan’s claims to two stratified rights that were linked to 

great power status. 

 One was the right to a privileged sphere of influence in East Asia. Behavior by other actors that 

threatened the legitimacy of Japan’s special rights in Korea, Manchuria, and (later) the rest of China 

called into question the security of Japan’s status as a member of the great power club (Yasaka Takaki 

1932; Conroy 1951, 36-37; LaFeber 1997, 114; Suzuki 2005). The other right involved Japanese 

immigrants abroad. Japanese elites wrote and talked about immigration in ways that make clear they saw 

the treatment of their nationals as an important marker of the state’s standing in the global hierarchy. 

Actions that seemed to treat Japanese nationals worse than the nationals of Western powers signaled to 
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Tokyo that Japan did not occupy an equal position in the global hierarchy alongside the Western great 

powers (Shimazu 1998, chap. 4, and Iriye 1972).19 

 In the decades leading up to Japan’s turn against the interwar status quo in the 1930s, American 

actions called into question Japan’s access to these rights and thus the legitimacy of its status claims. 

Washington occasionally questioned the validity of Japan’s special rights in Manchuria. The Taft 

administration tried to internationalize Japan’s railroad concession in the region (Scholes and Scholes 

1970, 166-171); the Wilson administration protested and imposed sanctions in response to Japan’s 

attempt to consolidate control over China during World War I (LaFeber 1997, 110-113; Pash 2014, 33-

35); and during the Hoover administration the Stimson Doctrine pledged not to recognize territorial 

changes resulting from Japan’s invasion of Manchuria – which Tokyo claimed was consistent with the 

right of a great power to unilaterally promote stability in its sphere of influence (Rappaport 1963). 

 More serious were American moves that denied that Japanese nationals in the United States 

had the right to the same treatment as nationals from European powers. The first Japanese-American 

war scare erupted in 1906 when the city of San Francisco decreed that Japanese students would be 

segregated from white students (Iriye 1972, pp. 105-215; Neu 1967; Bailey 1934; Hajimu 2009). In 1913, 

the California legislature passed a law prohibiting Japanese immigrants from owning land in the state, 

which deepened Tokyo’s fears about racial difference as an obstacle to the achievement of equal status 

as a great power (LaFeber 1997, pg. 101-105; Hajimu 2009). During the Paris Peace Conference, Wilson 

denied a Japanese request – prompted by earlier crises over immigration – for the inclusion of a racial 

equality clause in the League of Nations Charter (Shimazu 1998). And in 1924, the US Congress passed 

the Alien Immigration Act, which prohibited Japanese immigration altogether (LaFeber 1997, 145-146; 

Neu 1975, 125). Historian Walter LaFeber (1997, 146) has called this a “ticking time bomb on Japan’s 

policies.” It confirmed the existence of a racial obstacle to the fulfillment of Japan’s status ambitions, 

highlighted the futility of cooperating with the West, and strengthened the hands of Japanese militarists 

                                                      

19 After 1920, some elites also claimed equal rights in naval arms (see Pelz 1974). This concern emerged later 

than the others and became explosive because of prior earlier acts of status denial. Due to space limitations, I 

leave naval equality out of this analysis. 
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(Ward 2013, 2017b, chap.4). 

 An analysis of the causes of the United States’ failure to accommodate Japan’s status claims 

must inquire into the causes of the concrete actions that appeared to deny Japan’s claims to these two 

stratified rights. Why did the United States take each of these steps? The next three sections take up this 

question, assessing in turn the role of positional anxiety, interest-right incompatibility, and productive 

inconsistency. 

Positional Anxiety and Accommodation Failure 

 Conventional accounts of accommodation failure imply that American actions that appeared to 

deny Japanese status claims should have been driven by concerns on the part of national leaders in 

Washington about what Japan’s rise meant for the United States’ own place in the international 

hierarchy. The specific acts that signaled status denial should be intelligible as products of a broader 

policy aimed at impeding or containing Japan’s rising status. 

The evidence provides little support for this notion. Washington did not adopt a coherent 

policy aimed at impeding Japan’s rise until after Franklin Roosevelt took office in 1933. Before then, 

American policy toward Japan alternated between attempts at accommodation and defenses of 

American economic and moral interests in China. It was characterized by a general unwillingness to 

become deeply engaged in East Asian international politics.20 This was not a case of accommodation 

failure caused by an established power’s determination to obstruct the advancement of a rising potential 

rival. The United States began violating Japanese claims to stratified rights nearly three decades prior to 

the inauguration of a serious attempt at containment. 

Even leaders who worried about the Japanese threat did not universally prefer policies aimed at 

thwarting Japan’s rise. Some officials were deeply concerned about the rise of Japan and consistently 

advocated containing and rolling back Japan’s advance in East Asia (LaFeber 1997, 132; Pash 2014, 22.). 

                                                      

20 For accounts of fluctuations in US policy toward Japan and the shift that occurred after Roosevelt took 

office, see LaFeber (1997, chapters 1-6) and Pash (2014). 
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But to others, the best response was accommodation aimed at avoiding hostility. 

Theodore Roosevelt, for instance, was wary of the challenge posed by the Japanese military 

after Tokyo’s victory over Russia in 1906 and worried about a future clash in the Pacific (Neu 1967, 17-

19, 34-36, 131-133, 211-253; LaFeber 1997, 79-84, 89-92). But he also understood that denying Japanese 

status claims might be counterproductive. As his appreciation for Japan’s strength grew, he sought to 

signal that the United States recognized Tokyo’s special rights in Manchuria. This was the aim of the 

1905 Taft-Katsura and 1908 Root-Takahira agreements (LaFeber 1997, 85 and 92; Iriye 1972, 169). 

After leaving the White House, Roosevelt warned his successor Taft that it was “peculiarly our interest 

not to take any steps as regards Manchuria which will give the Japanese cause to feel, with or without 

reason, that we are hostile to them, or a menace – in however slight a degree – to their interests” (Neu 

1967, 283). 

Other officials thought similarly. During the Paris Peace Conference, Edward House told 

President Wilson that securing Tokyo’s support for a postwar order required acknowledging that 

Japan’s position in the “East…is in some degree superior to that of the western powers” (LaFeber 1997, 

123). This reality influenced Wilson’s decision to give in to Japan’s demands for territorial concessions 

and League mandates in mainland China and the Pacific (Shimazu 1998, 144-157; Cooper 2009, 491-

493). Even after Japan’s invasion of Manchuria in 1931, Henry Stimson understood how hypocritical it 

might look for the United States to condemn Tokyo. He initially resisted doing so in order to avoid 

weakening Japanese moderates (LaFeber 1997, 168-169; Rappaport 1963, 26-28). 

In short, positional anxiety did not push American leaders toward attempting to thwart Tokyo’s 

rise during the first three decades of the 20th century. On the contrary, awareness of Japan’s growing 

strength and influence during this period often pushed leaders to try to accommodate Tokyo’s claims in 

order to prevent future conflict. 

 There is some evidence that anxiety about the rise of Japan and what this meant for the United 

States’ position in the world may have contributed to the anti-Japanese attitudes of the Americans who 

pushed for early efforts to restrict the rights of Japanese nationals in the United States. As Hajimu 
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(2009, 13-14) recounts, Americans – especially on the West Coast – became fearful of Japanese 

subversion and resentful of Japan’s advancement in the years after the Russo-Japanese War. 

Newspapers reported a growing sentiment that Japan had had its “head turned,” “got the big head,” 

become “troublesome and cocky,” and that “Japanese egotism is something fairly tremendous.” Bailey 

(1934, 6) interprets this as “uneasiness if not jealousy.” 

 Thus, positional anxiety may have contributed to local popular antagonism toward Japanese, 

which helps to explain the San Francisco school segregation crisis of 1906 and the passage of the 

California Alien Land Law in 1913. Yet in both of these cases, national leaders objected on grounds that 

insulting Japan was unwise. The San Francisco segregation order infuriated Roosevelt, who wrote to his 

son that “the infernal fools in California, and especially in San Francisco, insult the Japanese recklessly, 

and in the event of war it will be the Nation as a whole which will pay the consequences” (October 27, 

1906). Secretary of State Root also clearly understood the implications of the crisis for Japan’s status: 

“[o]wing to their recent admission to recognized equality with the other civilized nations, [the Japanese] 

are particularly sensitive about everything which questions that equality” (Iriye 1972, 157). 

 Those in charge of US foreign policy tried hard to prevent California from insulting Tokyo by 

passing the Alien Land Law. In 1911, Taft (January 17, 1911) wrote to Roosevelt that Japan saw 

discrimination against Japanese immigrants as “a remnant of an old order of things under which she was 

treated as half-civilized, and she wishes to get rid of it as she did of extra territoriality.” During his term, 

the president managed to prevent the California legislation partly by promising Governor Hiram 

Johnson the White House’s support for San Francisco’s bid to host the 1915 Panama-Pacific 

International Exposition (Minohara 2014, 30-32; Neu 1975, 75; Daniels 1977, 53-55). Woodrow Wilson 

had supported Asian exclusion during the 1912 presidential campaign but changed his tune once in 

office. When the Californians brought the issue up again in 1913, Wilson urged them to write the 

legislation in a way that would not insult Tokyo by singling out race as the determinant of eligibility for 

land ownership. Despite a last-minute cross-country rail journey by Secretary of State William Jennings 

Bryan, the effort failed, and the explicitly discriminatory bill became law on May 19 (Daniels 1977, 60-
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62). 

 Positional anxiety played a limited role in explaining the United States’ denial of Japan’s status 

claims during the first three decades of the 20th century. An appreciation for Japan’s growing power 

and influence mostly pushed national leaders to try to accommodate Tokyo’s demands. If positional 

anxiety mattered at all, it was through its influence on popular anti-Japanese sentiment, which 

contributed to the immigration restrictions that interfered with the ability of national leaders in 

Washington to send a consistent signal that Japan counted as a full member of the great power club. 

Interest-Right Incompatibility and Accommodation Failure 

 Interest-right incompatibility played a significant role in explaining behavior that signaled that 

the United States did not fully accept Tokyo’s claim to a sphere of influence in East Asia. First under 

Taft (in the form of the attempt to internationalize Japan’s Manchurian railroad concession) and then 

under Wilson (in the form of opposition to Japan’s consolidation of control over China), American 

policy aimed to defend China from being dominated by Tokyo. This had little obvious link to American 

anxiety about the United States’ position in the world. Rather, concern for minimizing Japanese 

influence in China flowed from an economic interest in maintaining the open door in China, as well as 

the notion that – for religious and ideological reasons – the United States was responsible for Chinese 

political development.21 

 The development of the Stimson Doctrine similarly shows how interests unrelated to status 

influenced the development of American policy that denied Japan’s claim to a sphere of influence. In 

the immediate wake of Japan’s invasion of Manchuria, Stimson resisted condemning Tokyo because 

doing so might undercut Japanese moderates and strengthen hardliners. As the crisis continued, though, 

Stimson decided that a signal of opposition was necessary. This was not motivated by the perception 

that Japan posed a threat to the United States’ standing in the world. Indeed, consciousness of Japanese 

                                                      

21 On Taft’s Asian policy, see Scholes and Scholes (1970, 109-248), Iriye (1972, 206-208), LaFeber (1997, 

92-98), and Pash (2014, 23-30). On Wilson’s response to Japan’s expanding influence, see Pash (2014, 33-

35). Reed (1983, chap. 5) argues that Wilson was also influenced by officials committed to the idea of a 

special Sino-American relationship. 
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strength prevented the Hoover administration from imposing any actual sanctions on Tokyo (Rappaport 

1963, 88-92; LaFeber 1997, 170). Instead, the Stimson Doctrine was meant to defend the legitimacy and 

credibility of the interwar institutions (the League and the Kellogg-Briand Pact) that outlawed military 

aggression. Stimson thought these elements of the global peace structure played an important role in 

preventing war and wanted to defend them by protesting an apparent violation (Rappaport 1963, 84; 

Current 1954, 76; LaFeber 1997, 170; O’Mahoney 2014). Like Taft’s and Wilson’s efforts to defend 

China from Japanese dominance, the policy seemed to signal that Japan was not a full-fledged great 

power. But this was not the objective. In all three cases, actions that signaled status denial arose from 

incompatibilities between a stratified right that Tokyo claimed and American interests unrelated to 

concerns about position. 

 American immigration restrictions also demonstrate the influence of interest-right 

incompatibility. In these cases, the interests at stake were those of sub-state actors who were able to 

influence policy, rather than those of the foreign policy executive. Though the anti-Japanese sentiment 

that drove the 1906 San Francisco segregation crisis and the 1913 California legislation may have been 

exacerbated by popular anxiety about inter-state positional dynamics, it was rooted in opposition to 

Asian immigration among labor organizations and groups committed to limiting racial heterogeneity 

(Daniels 1977, chap. 2 and 3). Their interests clearly conflicted with Tokyo’s demand that Japanese 

nationals be treated in the same way as the nationals of European states. The 1924 Alien Immigration 

Act was similarly driven by groups concerned about an influx of immigrants from Eastern Europe and 

by California-based proponents of Japanese exclusion (Daniels 1977, 94-98; LaFeber 1997, 124). 

President Coolidge and Secretary of State Charles Evans Hughes both objected to the Act due to 

concerns about its effect on Japanese-American relations, but were unable to prevent its passage (Shlaes 

2014, 268, 285-289; Greenberg 2006, 82-84; Daniels 1977, 100-104; Neu 1975, 123-124). 

Productive Inconsistency and Accommodation Failure 

 Assessing the influence of productive inconsistency involves asking to what degree acts of 

accommodation failure were driven by concerns about the validity or legitimacy of ideas, discourses, and 
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principles that partially constituted social order within states but simultaneously produced – and were 

implicated by changes in – interstate hierarchy. Did Americans resist accommodating Japanese status 

ambitions because of what doing so would have implied about the legitimacy of domestic social and 

political arrangements? 

 The answer is yes. A major obstacle to Japanese-American relations during this period was that 

racial hierarchy was simultaneously implicated in domestic order in the United States (and elsewhere) 

and in international status arrangements. Acknowledging Japanese national equality might have 

undercut the notion of white superiority domestically. That linkage is an indispensable but 

underappreciated part of the story of the United States’ failure to accommodate Japanese status 

ambitions during the decades leading up to the Second World War. 

 For one thing, the anti-Japanese sentiment that led to the immigration crises between 1906 and 

1924 was racial. The popular positional anxiety that Japan’s rise prompted is unintelligible without 

taking into account the centrality of the idea of white superiority to social order. As Hajimu (2009, 15) 

notes, “anti-Japanese proponents were concerned with… the protection of their way of life and, by 

extension, their identity and culture,” and feared a “clash of civilizations.” For a country populated by 

non-white inhabitants to claim equal status undermined and threatened the legitimacy of ideas about 

racial and civilizational hierarchy on which domestic order was based in the United States and 

throughout the West. Acknowledging that claim was seen by many as abetting a threat not to national 

status but to order and civilization.22 

 This same dynamic explains Wilson’s rejection of the racial equality clause at Versailles. 

According to Shimazu (1998, 144), some members of the American delegation understood “that the 

racial equality proposal could have been a symbolic request to confirm Japan’s great power status.” 

Wilson, though, ensured that the proposal was defeated. This was costly. Keeping Japan in the League 

without the racial equality clause meant acceding to Tokyo’s demand to retain control over the Chinese 

                                                      

22 On white reactions to the perceived threat from a dual challenge to domestic and international racial 

hierarchies, see Taketani (2014). 
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territory of Shantung. Yet the inclusion of a racial equality clause would generate opposition from areas 

in which that principle would have undermined prevailing social arrangements – the British Dominions 

and the American South (Shimazu 1998, chap. 5 and 6; Cooper 2009, 489-490; LaFeber 1997, 124-126). 

Wilson thus took an action that signaled continued Japanese subordination in the global hierarchy, at 

the cost of increasing the material basis of Japanese power, out of deference for actors concerned about 

the implications of acknowledging Japanese national equality for domestic race relations. 

Summary and Extension 

The case of Japanese-American conflict over status clearly demonstrates that conventional 

accounts of accommodation failure rooted in positional anxiety are inadequate. For decades, American 

leaders wanted to accommodate Tokyo precisely because it was becoming increasingly powerful and 

important. Still, they were unable to avoid taking a series of steps that appeared to undermine Japan’s 

claim to the stratified rights that Japanese saw as evidence of their position in the global hierarchy of the 

early 20th century. Infringements of Tokyo’s claim to an exclusive sphere of influence and to equal 

treatment of its nationals abroad were not, for the most part, driven by anxiety about American status. 

Instead, acts of status denial were caused by other dynamics. Some resulted mostly because the way that 

leaders and others perceived national or particular economic and political interests was at odds with 

what would have been required to recognize Japanese status ambitions. Others were driven by concerns 

about what recognizing Japanese equality in international politics would have meant for the legitimacy 

and stability of domestic social arrangements. Positional anxiety – at least at the level of the leaders 

charged with making foreign policy – played little role in driving the concrete acts that repeatedly 

signaled to Tokyo that the United States did not fully accept its claim to equal membership in the great 

power club. 

But perhaps the Japanese-American case is unique. Maybe, for instance, the combination of 

variables that led to restrictions on the rights of Japanese nationals in the United States – and led 

observers on the other side of the Pacific to interpret them as denials of a national status claim – are 

atypical. If so, this might imply that interest-right incompatibility and productive inconsistency (as well 
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as domestic political processes) played an unusually large role (and conventional notions of positional 

anxiety an unusually small role) in this case. 

In fact, it is easy to identify other cases of accommodation failure that are best explained by 

recourse to mechanisms other than positional anxiety. The discussion earlier highlighted two of these. 

Washington’s pressure on London in 1956 that signaled that Great Britain no longer counted as a great 

power is best explained not by anxiety in the United States about American status, but rather by the 

Eisenhower administration’s calculation that  the US interest in strategic stability was incompatible with 

the right that London had asserted to intervene unilaterally in a traditional British sphere of influence 

(Bowie 1989). And Ming and Qing China’s rejection of Japanese (and later British) claims to equality 

throughout the early modern era are best explained not by Chinese anxiety about the threat that Japan 

and Great Britain posed or by a determination to prevent them from becoming more powerful, but 

rather by a form of productive inconsistency. As Ringmar (2012, 9) notes, Qing China was characterized 

by an “official ideology” that dictated that “the emperor had a personal responsibility for performing 

the rites that kept heaven and earth in harmony with each other,” which allowed him to “lay claims to 

being a universal ruler.” That domestic legitimating ideology was inconsistent with an international 

stratification that did not acknowledge Chinese superiority – much like the domestic structure of white 

supremacy that ordered society in early 20th century America would have been called into question by 

acknowledging the full equality of a non-white great power. “The model that had placed the Chinese 

sun at its symbolic center,” Ringmar (2012, 17) writes, “could not easily be traded in for a model in 

which China was merely one billiard ball among others following an independent path.” 

The United States’ treatment of Russian status claims during the 1990s also illustrates non-

positional causes of accommodation failure. This case has received significant attention as a salient 

recent example of the consequences of status denial. Washington failed to accommodate Russia’s 

ambition to remain a great power by acting in ways that appeared to reject Moscow’s continued claim to 

the right to be consulted and have its interests taken into account when the United States intervened 

abroad – especially within areas that had traditionally been part of the Russian sphere of influence. This 
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contributed to the declining influence of liberal reformers in Russia and to the rise of Vladimir Putin’s 

more aggressive and adversarial orientation toward the West.23 The two most visible concrete signals of 

status denial took the form of US-led Western military intervention during the Balkan conflicts and 

American support for eastward NATO expansion, neither of which is plausibly attributed to American 

anxiety about its own status. Instead, they resulted from the perception that the pursuit of other 

interests (like spreading democracy, preventing genocide, and promoting stability in Europe) was more 

important than attempting to signal to Russia that it remained a great power (Marten forthcoming). 

Conclusion 

 Existing accounts of accommodation failure are rooted in an underdeveloped conception of 

accommodation and revolve around anxiety about a state’s position in the global hierarchy. They are 

incomplete. By reconceptualizing accommodation in terms of the treatment of claims to stratified 

rights, I have shown that the causes of accommodation failure are more diverse than prior work 

acknowledges. In addition to interstate positional anxiety, status denial can be driven by 

incompatibilities between interests and stratified rights, or by concerns about the implications of 

changes in the interstate hierarchy for ideas and discourses central to domestic social and political 

arrangements. Conflict over status may also be driven by domestic political dynamics in ways that 

analysts do not fully appreciate. 

 Beyond providing a more comprehensive depiction of the dynamics that can cause 

accommodation failure or misrecognition, and thus conflict over status, the analysis has two significant 

implications for future work in this area. First, a better understanding of the sources of accommodation 

failure promises to lead to a more accurate picture of the kinds of contexts and scenarios in which we 

should expect conflict over status to emerge. This has benefits for scholarship but also – importantly – 

for policymakers. Existing accounts are limited to the broad but often unhelpful conclusion that conflict 

                                                      

23 See Larson and Shevchenko (2010) and the recent special issue of Communist and Post-Communist Studies 

on status (Forsberg, Heller, and Wolf 2014). 
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over status is likely when a rising power is approaching parity with an established power and is 

dissatisfied with its position. Beyond this insight, analysts have had little to say about the issues over and 

processes through which status conflict emerges. They have also said little about other kinds of 

situations (aside from those involving power transitions) that might foster conflict over status, even 

though these are not uncommon. Fully theorizing the sources of accommodation failure (the immediate 

causes of conflict over status) promises benefits not just for those interested in anticipating conflict 

triggers, but also for those interested in how to accommodate, how to avoid denial, and the tradeoffs 

that these choices involve in different situations. 

 Second, articulating the full range of potential obstacles to accommodation may help analysts 

think about how different kinds of conflicts over status might produce different kinds of responses from 

status seekers. One insight from multiple strands of scholarship is that perceptions on the part of the 

status seeker that accommodation is unlikely in the future lead to especially disruptive responses. But 

when is this likely to be the case? When will a status seeker perceive that its ambitions face an 

impenetrable obstruction? The approach developed above may provide some leverage. It is possible 

that obstacles that appear to be located at the productive level pose more intractable barriers than 

obstacles located at other levels. Or it may be that acts of denial that seem driven by domestic political 

dynamics are interpreted differently and thus lead to different kinds of responses than do acts that seem 

driven by the calculations of the foreign policy executive. 

 The analytical framework developed in this paper also clarifies what it means to suggest – as 

many have – that Sino-American relations are likely to be influenced by Beijing’s outstanding status 

ambitions. What does Beijing want? What would it take to accommodate China? And what are the 

potential obstacles to accommodation? From the perspective developed above, understanding the 

implications of Chinese status claims requires identifying the concrete stratified rights that Chinese 

leaders see as linked to their aspirational position in the global hierarchy. It appears that the recently 

developed Chinese concept of a “new type of great power relations” refers to a status of equality at the 

top of the hierarchy alongside the United States. More concretely, this claim is linked to two stratified 
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rights. The first is to a privileged sphere of influence in East Asia in which American rights to exercise 

power unilaterally would be restricted; the second is to freedom from foreign pressure related to 

Chinese domestic regime characteristics and treatment of its citizens (Ward 2017b, 189-190). 

 Understanding Chinese status aspirations as linked to these concrete stratified rights makes 

clear just how many obstacles accommodation faces. The recently released National Security Strategy of 

the United States – which identifies China as a revisionist actor and a threat to the United States’ 

position in the world – suggests that positional anxiety may in fact be in play in this context (The White 

House 2017). But positional anxiety is hardly the only potential obstacle to accommodation. American 

political and military leaders have since at least the end of the Cold War agreed on the notion that 

American national security requires that the United States maintain the ability and freedom to act 

decisively not just in its own neighborhood, but in other strategically important regions of the world too 

(Layne 2006). The US Navy also sees as part of its mission the defense of freedom of navigation in 

accord with the principles laid out in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (Etzioni 

2016). Both of these perceived interests are incompatible with any Chinese claim to the kind of sphere 

of influence the United States enjoys in the Western Hemisphere. Moreover, there are a variety of 

potential domestic obstacles – including, for instance, the centrality of the idea of American 

exceptionalism for US political culture and the constitution of American national identity. 

 Understanding the implications of Chinese status ambitions in terms of stratified rights clarifies 

the nature and scale of the challenge that any effort to accommodate the rise of China faces. It does not, 

unfortunately, make solving the problem any easier. As long as China aspires to a position linked to 

stratified rights that leaders in the United States are unwilling or unable to respect, Beijing and 

Washington will be on a collision course. 
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